Germany:
The great German counteroffensive in the Ardennes has been checked both by air and on the ground. The Germans have made slight gains at the center of their salient where they have been jabbing with armored columns, the Americans are steadily increasing their pressure on the northern and southern flanks. On the German northern flank, Eisenhower's forces 10 miles west of Stavelot have been beaten back 7 miles. On the German left flank, American forces are attacking on a 25 mile front and have gained 5 miles on one sector. Both the Americans and the Germans are bringing up more tanks and infantry and correspondents say that one of the greatest battles of the war will be fought soon. The front is one of preparation and watchfulness and this time the Americans are waiting for the Germans. One German spearhead has been encircled and completely wiped out. A correspondent says scores of Nazi tanks were burned out and 38 captured, hundreds of dead Nazis were left in the area.

Yesterday was one of the greatest days of the war for the Allied air forces. More than 7000 sorties were flown by Allied planes yesterday. All types of Allied planes trained up to unload 10,000 tons of bombs on the German salient, its lines of communication, railheads, supply depots and Luftwaffe bases. The Allied planes dropped 116 German aircraft. The biggest single formation was made up of more than 2000 Yank Forts and Liberators escorted by 900 fighters. This formation alone dropped 5000 tons of bombs. American Ninth Air Force planes alone claimed they knocked out over 900 German vehicles including tanks yesterday. No score of vehicles knocked out by British fighter bombers is known yet. A group of American P-47's caught a convoy of over 100 vehicles carrying gasoline and left them a blazing wreck. Last night, strong formations of RAF heavy bombers blasted the supply centers of Cologne and Bonn. Today, the weather was good once more, and Allied planes in very great strength were out again. Reports are incomplete so far but it is known that a force of over 400 American heavies escorted by 400 fighters attacked road and rail bridges just opposite the battlefront. Yesterday, RAF Spitfire bombers attacked rocket launching sites in Holland.

The rest of the battlefront in the West has been comparatively quiet. It is reported that Major Glenn Miller, leader of the American Band of the AEF, is "testing in action" in France.

Russia:
Marcheshen's Third Ukrainian Army after three days of fighting has broken through strongly fortified German positions southwest of Budapest and driven 25 miles to cut the main road and rail lines running from the Hungarian capitol to Austria. The Russians took 160 places and 3000 prisoners in their drive and are now coming in on the Hungarian capitol from the northeast, east, south and west. The German Radio today reported very heavy fighting just west of Budapest.

Italy:
Very heavy snow is falling in Italy all along the front. New Zealand and United Kingdom troops of the Eighth Army thrusting down from Bagnacavallo are gradually wiping out the German pocket on the eastern bank of the river Senna to the northeast of Friaza.

Pacific:
The Jap radio reported today that Allied warships and planes had attacked the Bonin Islands about 700 miles south of Japan. American aircraft have attacked the two main airfields on Luzon and the planes destroyed 25 Jap planes.

In central Burma, troops of the British 14th Army have gained 10 miles on the way to Yen. Allied heavy bombers last night attacked rail yards near Hanyo, the capitol of Indo China.
THAT, SOLDIER, WOULD BE A 65 DOLLAR QUESTION!